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OBJECTIVE 

To share a lifetime of experience as a writer and as an instructor and mentor to writers toward finding new 
opportunities as a freelance writer and editor 

 
EDUCATION 

2011–present Northwestern University — School of Professional Studies 
 M.F.A, Creative Writing (anticipated completion 2017) 
 Poetry reader at Northwestern University’s TriQuarterly literary journal 
 
2009–2011 The University of Chicago — Graham School of General Studies 
 Writer’s Studio Certificate in Creative Writing 
 
1999–2000 Sorbonne University — Université Paris IV 
  Cours de Langue et de Civilisation Française 
 
1997–1999 DePaul University 
  M.A., Rhetoric and Composition/Writing Studies 
 
1990–1995 University of Iowa 
  B.A., English 

 
EXPERIENCE 

2016–present Educational Testing Services (ETS) 
• Certified Rater for SAT college entrance exams 
• Evaluate SAT exam essays based on three criteria: Reading, Analysis and Writing 
• Adhere to ETS norms as expressed in a specific rubric and determine each student’s 

ability to evaluate a published argument’s rhetorical techniques 
 
2015–present Freelance Copyeditor 

• Currently editing two novelists; also, ongoing projects with Wiley Educational 
Services and the Social Studies textbook division at National Geographic Learning 

• Previous editing work covers all genres with varying levels of responsibility 
• More information regarding experience, rates and payment options available at 

jtberg.wordpress.com/services 
 
2001–2015 Art Institutes — Chicago, IL 

Full-time Associate Professor of English and department Coordinator 
• Develop department course curriculum 

• Create all writing assignments, exercises, worksheets, quizzes and exams 
• Lead department meetings in which course material is presented for 

discussion and approval by adjunct professors and department director 
• All material supports a limited and focused set of overall course goals 

• Deliver lively class lectures that similarly support well-defined course objectives 
• Encourage honesty, precision and experimentation in responses to writing 

assignments, and provide thoughtful comments and corrections of student writing 



 

Faculty Advisor and Chair of Advisory Board for A.Eye student publication 
• Founder and leader of a diverse and ever-changing team of students, administrators, 

faculty and tech support personnel with special emphasis on strategic planning 
designed to improve the process of delivering quarterly issues of the publication 

• Provide administrative and technical support and close mentorship of student copy 
editors, graphic designers, writers, photographers and illustrators 

• Responsible for all aspects of the publication, including appearance and appeal as 
well as protecting the school from any liability issues such as slander or libel 

Campus committee participation, including Chair of Library Committee 
• Prepare and present quarterly Library Committee reports with the head librarian to 

track checkouts, purchases, foot traffic and faculty requests for material and support 
• Serve as a voice and advocate for GenEd faculty and for the student interests during 

all committee meetings in which decisions are made regarding campus operations 
 
2001–2004 Columbia College — Chicago, IL 

Adjunct Professor of English 
• English class lectures and student writing corrections at all college levels 

 
1999–2001 The MBA and American Dream Center — Paris, France 

Teacher and writer 
• ESL course instructor; test preparation classes for GMAT, SAT and TOEFL 
• Web developer and writer of online GMAT courses 

 
1997–1999 Aon Corporation — Chicago, IL 

Instructor and writer 
• Conduct interviews and develop back office system instruction manual to meet needs 
• Corporate training in company computer systems 

 
1996–1997 Chicago Public Schools and Keystone Montessori School — Chicago and River Forest, IL 

Assistant and substitute teacher 
• Grade school and middle school English classes, writing instruction and corrections 

 
1995–1997 The Daily Southtown newspaper — Chicago, IL 

Correspondent 
• Reporting on government meetings and local events in Chicago and South suburbs 

 
BOARD POSITIONS 

Corporate Director, Shakespeare Oil Company 

 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

French proficiency: B1 diplôme d’études en langue française (DELF) certification 

 
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS 

U.S. citizen eligible to work in the United States 

Currently in the process of obtaining dual French citizenship and will be eligible by late 2016 or early 2017 
to work also for companies based anywhere in the European Union 



 

PUBLICATIONS/PERFORMANCES 

Poems While You Wait Five-Year Anniversary Antholozine — July 2016 
Includes selections of work with PWYW and a piece describing the experience 

The Bastille Volume IV — May 2016 
Poetry publication: “Untethered if Only” 

The Acme Hotel — May 2016 
Lyricist for solo album by Old Shoe lead guitarist Paul Priest 

Here: Say storytelling series — March 2016 
Featured performer and live lit storyteller for the March 2016 Passport show 

Improv Olympic — 2016 
Weekly practices in the Jason Chin Harold Cabaret theater, focusing on ad-lib monologues 
and short/long form collaborative improvisational scene-building 

Poems While You Wait — 2015–present 
Volunteer writing poetry on demand in cultural spaces such as galleries and museums 

The Bastille Volume III: Interesting Times — 2014 
Fiction publication: “Don’t Be Cruel” 

Old Shoe, Family — 2014 
Lyricist on hippie rock CD named best local new album of the year by WXRT Chicago 

Paris Lit Up/Spoken Word Paris — 2012–present 
Writer, musician, actor and editor during annual summer visits to Paris, working with 
expatriate Anglo artists during workshops, readings, concerts and theatrical performances  

University of Iowa’s Summer Writing Anthology — 2011 
Fiction publication: “Pigs” 

Chicago Story Club — 2010–2013 
Several visits as featured performer as part of a new live lit storytelling series 

ESPN Radio 860 AM’s The Bicycle Show — 2002 
Interview: discussing urban bicycling laws and strategies from experiences as a messenger 

Chicago Tribune newspaper — 2003 
Op/Ed publication in protest to the run-up to the Iraq war 

MBA Magazine Online — 2000–2001 
Interview publications of business leaders and MBA graduates 

Threshold literary journal — 1998 
Fiction publication: “Art!” 
Nonfiction publication: “East-Enders” 

Barfly newspaper — 1998 
Travel piece on discovering Munich during Oktoberfest 

The Daily Southtown newspaper — 1995–1997 
News publications covering government legislation and civic events as a stringer 

WCIU-TV’S Stock Market Observer — 1995 
News copywriting and B-roll video editing for hourly television updates 


